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 CORRESPONDEN CE.
 THE METRONOME AND MODERN COMPOSERS.

 TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES."

 SIR, Your Correspondent " Pendulum " speaks of " the
 anomalous nomenclature of Maelzel's Metronome," of the
 vagueness of the Italian terms, and of reform.

 We see from the Italian terms and the metronomic
 numbers he has quoted, that Adagio ranges from a Modern
 Composer's 54 to Maelzel's II8. 54 and II8 what? Un-
 fortunately, the kind of note which each pulsation is in-
 tended to represent is not given, consequently the meaning
 of the quotations is decidedly vague. Are we to conclude
 that the modern composer's note is in every case the same
 as that intended to be used by Maelzel ? The result of this
 would indeed be utter confusion. Now, if we suppose the

 former to be either a Z or a d, where the latter would be

 either a o or a J, sve obtain the following fairly satisfactory
 result:-

 AdAgio. Ji-II8 O- 59. Maelzel.

 1iO = IO8 01 _ 54. Modern Composers.

 Andante.4°-I38 _ 4 69. Maelsel.

 (tS_ I38 # 69. Modern Composers.

 Presto. ( 200 = o - IOO. Maelzel.

 lO 264-d I32. Modern Composers.

 No doubt the Italian terms are to some extent vafflue.
 Would not any other words, used for the same purpose
 be vague? To a musician these terms have refer-
 ence not only to the rate of performance, but also
 to the general character or spirit of a composition.
 One may say that, from a musical point of view, they have
 " an inward spiritual meaning," which can be only vaauely
 expressed in any language except music itself. For this
 reason I do not think they can be made totally submissive
 to the rule of the pendulum, so that a hard-and-fast line
 could be drawn with respect to where Allegro, &c., &c.
 shall either begin or end-so much depends upon the
 general character of a composition. The term A7zdante
 quasi minuetto is given as an instance of vagueness. Well,
 this is surely a very significant and suggestive term, for it
 clearly refers to the rate of performance, the spirit, and the
 form of a composition.

 The present metronomic scale is certainly very mislead-
 ing to the conductor or the performer, if there be any such
 who take the tempo of a work from the metronome, when
 the composer has not made use of that machine * or to the
 composer who adopts the plan described by your corre-
 spondent, in marking the Italian term and metronomic
 number to his work. One can hardly imagine a composer
 following this plan. He would be much more likely to
 mark his movement Andante, or Adslgto, or whatever it
 happened to be, without consulting his metronome.

 Some reform is erridently needed, but do not "abolish
 altogether the Italian terms." This, Sir, as you say
 " would most certainly be taking a step backwards. The
 aim of all composers should be to make music a universal
 language." Would it not be better either to do away with
 the Italian table as it stands at present on the metronome,
 or else introduce a table showing what notes should be
 used in combination with the numbers, and indicating
 also the corresponding Italian terms? The latter plan
 would probably be too complicated to be included in the
 scale attached to the metronome.

 On referring to the article on the metronome, by Mr.
 W. S. Rockstro, in Sir George Grove's Dictionary, I find
 the following:-" Some metronomes are marked with the
 words Andante, Allegretto, Allegro, &c., in addition to the
 numbers. This is a new and utterly useless contrivance."
 He further says that " the word moderdfo, without the
 minim, crotchet, or quaver to qualify it, means nothing at
 all, and it is absurd to encumber the scale with it, or with
 any other technical terms whatever."

 I should be glad to know when, and by whom, the
 Italian table was added to the metronome.-Yours truly,

 J. RICHARD REEVE.
 Park Road, Moseley, Birmingham, Jtlly 2, I887.
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 TO THE EDITOR OF " 1 HE MUSICAL TIMES.

 SIR,-Referring to " Pendulum's " letter on the Metro-
 nome, it is, I believe, generally allowed that to print the
 Italian terms for various styles of movement on a metro-
 nome is a useless innovation; and as to the terms
 themselves, we were taught that it was an ignorant error
 to suppose that they referred to pace, except in an indirect
 sray; thus, Allegro means cheerful, and implies such a
 pace as shall produce a cheerful eSect- but it is quite true
 that Allegro in one movement may de-mand a pace much
 faster than in another; and it is most undesirable that any
 other sense should be assigned to such words, for that is
 their classical use; and pace can be indicated to a hair's
 breadth by the metronome figures. In the same way,
 tempo di mi1zuetto, di marcis, &c., refer to style, and not
 directly to pace.

 Concerning R.A.M.: Why does not the Academy distin-
 guish its Fellows by the letters F.R.A.M. in the manner of
 other learned societies ? R.A.M. would then, like R.C.M.,
 or Trin. Coll. Cam., have its natural meaning, which is
 sometimes useful.-Yours faithfully, STUDENT.

 R.A.M. AND R.C.M

 TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES,"

 SIR,-Allow me to thank your correspondent " A Pro-
 fessional Musician" for the valuable information he has
 given me.

 It appears that all sxlho use the initials R.A.M. are either
 eminent musicians who have been honoured by the
 directors, and who are entitled to their use, or ex-students
 svho have no right whatever to them, and who, by their use,
 delude the public. That being so, it seems to me that
 some steps ought to be taken by " the powers that be " to
 prevent the continuous perpetration of the practice, for how
 can the public possibly know who are the honoured
 hundred ?-Yours obediently,
 July I8, I887. ANXIOUS.

 [Several other correspondents have sent communications
 on the same subject. Some are tempted to wander a little
 out of the path, in speaking of matters not directly con-
 nected with the theme; a few would open quite a nice
 controversy; but as we think that enough has been said
 sre propose to close the correspondence. ED. M. T.]

 FERRIS'S " GRF;AT COMPOSERS."

 TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES."

 SIR, I am pleased to be able to inform your corres-
 pondent " Musicus " that he can obtain " The Great
 Composers," in one volume (IS.), in the Camelot Classics,
 published by W. Scott, Warwick Lane. I believe the
 American edition is not to be had in England.

 Yours sincerely,
 JOHN F. POLE.

 II, John Street, Wilmington Square, W.C.,
 June 29, IS87.

 TO THE EDITOR OF 4' THE MUSICAL TIMES."
 SIR,-In the interests of musical students, I beg to

 call your attention to an instance of most audacious
 plagiarism in the book asked for by one of your corres-
 pondents. It was published in Mr. Walter Scott's
 " Camelot Classics," entitled " The Great Composers,
 (ierman, French, and Italian, by J. Ferris." The book
 reads superbly in parts, but a slight knowledge of musical
 literature suffices to show that though the voice is the voice
 of Ferris, the hands are the hands of various other gentle-
 men. It is not merely that he takes their ideas: he even
 appropriates their actual words. A book he has drawn very
 largely upon is Dr. Schluter's " History of Music," althoufflh
 it is evident that he has not read the book in the original
 for he uses an English translation by Mrs. R. Tubbs. He
 also " paraphrases " Mr. HueSer on Wagner, and lays
 other authors under forced contribution. Wherever he
 trusts himself to rosY ^^ ith his own oars he alvays catches
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 Although this is from Schubert's " Adieut" it certainly does
 not belong to him, for Cherubini, in the Overture to " The
 Water-Carrier," has it almost note for note-

 It appears again in Mendelssohn's " Hear my prayer,'t
 although he gives it a sacred expression-

 a J , ! 1 X ¢ t t

 For l_r li<=a3->->-F
 And, lastly, it appears in Sir Arthur Sullivan's " Pinafore,'t
 but with its character greatly altered-

 g g , ! I J #J ,, I J wJ ^1
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 an atrociously bad crab. But it is dull work descanting on
 this clever kind of "originality"; it will be sufEcient if
 this letter prevents any musical students being led away
 by it. I am, yours truly,

 W. R.
 Liverpool, July I4, I887.

 [Our correspondent sent us copiolls extracts from the
 work in question, arranged in parallel columns with the
 original works. These which unfortunately our space will
 not permit us to quote, show something more than an
 accidental resemblance.-ED. M. T.]

 THE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS OF THE ROYAL

 ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

 TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES."

 SIR, Seeing a letter with reference to the above in your
 last month's issue from " Mus. Bac., F.C.O.," I beg to
 inform you that the Local Examinations for this year,
 though beginning in February, only terminated on May3I.
 and that the results were published on June I8. This, if
 your correspondent will refer to the Academy syllabus, he
 will find to be a fortnight in advance of the date promised.

 I am, Sir, yours faithfully
 WILLIAM JOHN SHORT,

 Clerk of Metropolitan and Local Examinations.
 95, CIifton Hill, N.W., July 20, I8S7.

 THE CELLO.

 TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES."

 SIR, In addition to " CelIo's " plea for his instrumerlt
 may I be permitted to suggest that it would be a great
 boon if publishers would agree as to how they will print
 the music for it ? At the present moment I have before me
 four diSerent ways of writing cello music-the bass clef,
 the tenor clef, and the treble cle£ This last method is
 again divided into two, some publishers intending the notes
 to be played at the proper pitch, others again an octave
 lower than written, and in reading at sight it is often not
 very clear what is intendef1. Surely it would be sufficient
 to use the bass and treble clefs only, the latter always
 representing the true pitch of the note, and so avoiding
 the use of ledger lines, which are ugly to look at, and
 always more or less confusing in the higher positions.
 July II I887. CELLO SECONDO.

 TO THE }:DITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES."

 SIR, I was glad to see the letter of " Cello " in your
 July number, having myself for some time been in quest of
 easy concerted chamber music. I venture to suggest, if he
 requires something very simple, to get Pleyel's Violin Duets
 and Sonatinas, arranged by Hermann, and published as
 trios, by Augener. If he have the luck to secure an
 amateur tenor and flute he can have these as trios,
 quartets, or quintets. Then there are some charming
 German 's Kinder Trios," by Meyer, Bergmann, Henning
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 Thas far the idea seems to have originated in Cherubini.
 Perhaps some of your readers may be able to enlighten me
 as to whether the phrase occurs in any of the older
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 TO CORRESPONDENTS.

 *** Notices of cotcerts, axd other informatiosl supplied by otz frientds
 in the country, r¢ust be forwarded as early as possible afteY the
 occx6rre71ce; otherwise they cXftot be inserted. Out correspondents
 X+st speci:cally degote the date of each cosf sett, Jor without StlC1t
 date 1o0 fizotice car be taken of the peYforrnance.

 Our cortespondents will oblige by writing all stames as clearly as pos-
 sible, as we cannot be tesponsible for any mistRkes that may occxr.

 CorrespoMdexts are nformed that their nassles and addresses tzust
 accompafly all commg7oications.

 We caftnot undertake to return ofesed contributions- the atsfkors
 thereJore, wsla do weZl to retain copies.

 Notice is sent to all subscribers whosc payment (ix advance) is ex-
 hausted. The paper will be discontinxed wherc the Sf4bscriptiox is
 not renewed. We again remind those who are disappointed itt
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 in stock, only a s?fXcient quantity of the rest of the paper is
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 on one side of the paper only.

 R. G. W.-Oxr correspondent must make his own choice. We catsztot
 ffndestake the respo¢sibtlity of recommending teachers.

 J. A. P.-Letter receivcd. We cas;?tot agree with yo.

 J. W. L.-We are sorry we ca1tla0t entertain your propositiorl.

 JOHN LANV (Melbourne).-We shall be always glad to have nusica;
 news frosn the C0t0}ty.
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 JOHN LANV (Melbourne).-We shall be always glad to have nusica;
 news frosn the C0t0}ty.
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 Our cortespondents will oblige by writing all stames as clearly as pos-
 sible, as we cannot be tesponsible for any mistRkes that may occxr.

 CorrespoMdexts are nformed that their nassles and addresses tzust
 accompafly all commg7oications.

 We caftnot undertake to return ofesed contributions- the atsfkors
 thereJore, wsla do weZl to retain copies.
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 JOHN LANV (Melbourne).-We shall be always glad to have nusica;
 news frosn the C0t0}ty.

 BRIEF SUMMARY OF COUNTRY NEWS.
 We do not hold ozzYselves responsible for atsy opinions exbressed in

 this Sumfinary, as all the notices are either collated ftom the local
 papers or s?¢pliedw to us by correspo¢dexts.

 ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRR.-After a dinner to the aged people on
 Jubilee day, a free Concert was given in the Market Flall. A capital
 orchestra had been organised, which included most of the available
 talent of the district. The programme included songs. glees, solos
 and orchestral selections. The orchestra gave a March, s Victorix
 Elegina," composed by the Conductor, Mr. D. Colley. The work includes
 some interesting treatment of the Chorals, Coburg and Gotha, com-
 posed by the late Prince Consort, which were introduced with the
 special permission of Her Majesty the Queen, the effect of the
 peroration, which brings in the National Anthem, combined Witi
 phrases of the Chorals, being very impressive. This piece was
 received with great enthusiasm. The singing of " Auld Lang Syne "
 and " God Save the Queen " brought the Conocrt to a close. Mr.
 D. Colley officiated as accompanist. A vote of thanks was made to
 the ladies and gent}emen who kindly contributed to the success of the
 undertakiog.

 BANDON, CO. CORK.-The Queen's Jubilee was celebrated here on
 June 28 and 29, by two Concerts, given by the Young Men's Associa-
 tion, in the Town Hall. The choruses, well rendered by about
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